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Preface

My wish to participate in a research project in the field of Information Problem Solving came
to life more than two years ago. Even before choosing a university for my exchange semester in 2006,
I concluded that the main goal I would like to reach with the master Human Technology Interaction
was to get more insight in how knowledge can be transferred best when using ICT in education. In
addition my work at the Trondheim University of Technology and my HTI research project about the
'digital literacy among teachers' gave me useful prior knowledge and increased my interest in this
research area. The research project at the Educational Technology Expertise Centre (OTEC) of the
Open University of the Netherlands about students' information problem solving skills and the way
they evaluate information and sources found on Internet while searching, is in line with my previous
work.

First of all, I would like to thank my supervisors prof. dr. D.G Bouwhuis, dr. S. Brand-Growe!,
and dr. M. Pechenizkiy who made me experience how to deal independently with scientific questions
and who supported me by asking new questions and by answering the questions I asked them.
Furthermore, special thanks to my friends and family who had attentive interest in the development of
me and my study and also to my colleagues at OTEC who created an environment in which this work
was possible and who gave valuable recommendations on earlier versions of this report.
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Abstract

Presently in education, Internet is used for assignments on a daily bases. The information,
selected from the web, is often used as a source of knowledge. However, students encounter problems
when evaluating and selecting information from Internet (i.e., external knowledge can compensate
lack of knowledge). This skill of evaluating and selecting information is an important aspect of the
competence called iriformation problem solving.

This study focuses on the kinds of knowledge and skills people use in order to select
information from the Internet. On the one hand I investigated in the evaluation criteria novices in the
domain of psychology use, when they search for domain-related information on Internet. In addition to
this, I also examined the relation between the evaluation criteria students used and the content and
quality of the found information. On the other hand I investigated whether knowledge of the
functioning of the search engine Google influenced the selecting behaviour of domain novices. For
performing the study, eye-tracking was used as a tool to give participants a cue during retrospective
reporting.

The so called cued retrospective reporting technique satisfied, and showed that in general,
domain novices mainly used selecting criteria concerning content and that they did not focus on
criteria indicating the reliability or verifiability of the information. The results also showed that
inadequate evaluation results in the selection of inferior information. Finally it became clear that
knowledge about the search engine Google can help novices in the process of selecting information
from the Internet.
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1. Theoretical Framework

1.1 Introduction

The use ofICT, and especially the use ofInternet is not only common practice in business.
ICT has also found its way through education. In the last decade, educational systems have undergone
major changes and the knowledge for learners became available in a different way. This means also
that knowledge could be delivered in a different way. Instead of a system aiming at the reproduction of
knowledge, new delivery systems and rich learning environments aim at learning outcomes that should
be durable, flexible, functional, meaningful, and applicable (Simons, Van der Linden, & Duffy, 2000).
The use of active pedagogical methods means that teachers no longer transmits lots of information by
standing in front of the classroom lecturing, but instead students actively and independently construct
knowledge, collect information, judge information, and integrate this with prior knowledge. Compared
with traditional education, these new delivery systems and new approaches to teaching and learning
require different types of skills from both students and teachers. One of these skills is the skill of
'Information Problem Solving'. Being able to solve information problems means being able to identify
information needs, locate information sources, extract and organise information from each source, and
synthesise information from a variety of sources (Brand-Gruwel, Wopereis, & Vermetten, 2005).

Earlier study by Walraven, Brand-Gruwel, and Boshuizen (in press) concluded that people
from every age group experience some problems with information problem solving. The subskill of
evaluating sources and information is very important when searching on Internet, but this is especially
problematic for people in all age groups. So evaluating web sources and Internet information is for the
majority a difficult skill. This indicates both the social and the scientific importance of more research
in this domain. Walraven et al. (in press) already investigated the criteria used by learners to evaluate
the quality of the information and source. They reveal, however, that due to the used research
methodology, not all used criteria are revealed. The thinking aloud procedure used there, did show that
students often evaluated without giving an argument concerning the criteria. Therefore, the current
study was set up, using a cued retrospective report method in which the results of students eye
tracking was used as cue (Van Gog, Paas, Van Merrienboer, & Witte, 2005). Using this method, it will
be expected that more understanding will be obtained of the used evaluation criteria when selecting
information from Internet.

Another aspect that will be focussed on in this study is the impact students' knowledge of
search engines has on their selection behaviour. It can be stated that one of the most used technologies
learners use to solve information problems online is a search engine (Gordon & Parhak, 1998). The
use of this technology determines to a large extent the access to online available information, which
makes this technology an important factor in students' search behaviour.

All this indicates the social and technical scientific relevance of this study. Moreover, results
from this study may also determine what is useful to teach novices in a certain domain about
evaluation criteria and search engines to foster students to become excellent information problem
solvers.

This paragraph will explore the existing literature dealing with the topic of information
problem solving in relation to search technologies and with the use of eye-tracking in reporting
methods. The goal is to create a theoretical framework as bases for setting up the experiment. This
framework will prove the relevance of research in the field of information problem solving, in the light
of improving the use of Internet information as knowledge source in educational settings.

1.2 leT in Education

Since the introduction ofICT there has always been a reciprocal action between the
technological possibilities and the need to use technology in educational settings (Ridder, 1998). The
role ofICT and computers in education has developed simultaneously to the growth of the possibilities
of the technology. Nowadays, technology can have different functions in education, varying from an
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administrative tool to a learning device. The Dutch social economical council (SER) stated in 1998:
"ICT does not or does hardly lead to better educational performances" (SER, 1998). According to
Ridder (1998) the design of schools (i.e. interior and curriculum) had to change in order to give ICT a
major role in knowledge transfer. There was, however, the fear that the design would not change
enough and that ICT would only be used as an administrative supporting technology (Ridder, 1998).
Besides the education administrative support oflCT and educational support from ICT (e.g. the use of
powerpoint), The SER (1998) distinguishes two more functions oflCT in education. One is education
oflCT itself (e.g. teaching programming language Java) and the other is education through ICT (e.g.
the use of e-learning programs). Implementing these functions oflCT in education was needed to keep
in line with the natural environment of the children who interact with this technology daily
(Bronkhorst, 2002).

The influences ofboth age (Chadwick-Dias, McNulty, & Tullis, 2003) and gender (SER,
1998; Bronkhorst, 2002) on the use of ICT have been examined. It was found that computer skills and
knowledge depend on age. At the moment, children are used to process lots of information via
different media. For some children, this high supply of information even leads to impulsive behaviour
without much reflection (Bronkhorst, 2002). A new task in education is to manage and structure this
information flow in an orderly way, together with the students. In this flow of information, a
distinction has to be made between valuable information and non-information containing for example
violence, aggression and sex (Bronkhorst, 2002).

As a consequence of new insight in how to deliver knowledge and the role ofICT, the role of
the teachers has changed as well. Instead of a teacher providing students with information, the students
have to collect information, evaluate information, and construct knowledge themselves. The teacher
has rather become a manager of this process of knowledge construction. More and more this
knowledge originates from Internet. The World Wide Web is not specifically designed for the use in
the classroom. It is therefore needed that a teacher instructs the learner how to use it. This means that
this technology requires, among other things, digitally literate teachers. Teachers need to master
computer skills. The use ofICT, and especially the use oflnternet as a source of knowledge, requires
even more skills summarised as information literacy. Information problem solving skills are one
example of this literacy. Teachers, however, turned out to be insufficiently digitally literate (Van
Meeuwen, 2007) and they also turned out to be less adequately information literate (Walraven et aI., in
press).

1.3 Information Problem Solving

Due to the increasing use of information technology in education, the use oflnternet as
knowledge resource is also growing. Independently, learners have to search for information in order to
fill in the blanks of the information required to complete their assignments. In literature this process of
searching information in order to have sufficient knowledge to carry out a given task is known as
'Information Problem Solving' (IPS) (Brand-Gruwel et aI., 2005). They analyzed the skill of
information problem solving and concluded that the process of information problem solving can be
characterized as a complex cognitive skill. This conclusion was based on Van Merrienboer (1997),
who stated what complex cognitive skills actually are.

Even the analyses of ordinary transactions ofpeople with its environment are very difficult
(Epstein 1986). He described how error correcting mechanisms, which are guided by perception, are
necessary to be able to function in daily life. Actions need to be immediately corrected based on the
temporal and spatial relationship of the actor and its environment. Epstein (1986) defined four phases
to describe the process to get something done. He focused in these phases on the perception and
control of actions. With it, he gave examples to illustrate the need and functioning of the error
correcting mechanisms (i.e., people are able to estimate whether a stairway for them is climbable
bipedally or not, complying with their own length, and people are able to catch a ball, illustrating their
possibility to estimate external factors as distance, trajectory and velocity). Norman (1988) went
further and described seven stages to get something done. In the first stage a goal is formed. This stage
is followed by three stages for execution: Forming the intention, Specifying an action and Executing
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an action. Finally there are described three stages for evaluation like an error correcting mechanism:
Perceiving the state of the world, Interpreting the state of the world and Evaluating the outcome.

Eisenberg and Berkowitz (1990) distributed the entire action of information problem solving
over six subskills. When making further inquiries, these six subskills are pretty in line with the seven
stages ofNorman (1988). The first subskill is the task definition in which one should determine which
information is needed to meet the purpose of the task. The second subskill is to evaluate the
information seeking strategies in order to determine which information will be found on which
alternative places. The third subskill concerns the location of the information sources and accessing
the information within the sources. The fourth subskill is the use of information. The fifth subskill is
integrating the information from the different sources in order to get the final result. The sixth and last
subskill is defined as evaluation. This evaluation boils down to a judgement based on a set of criteria.

The entire information problem solving process is analyzed and put in a still evolving model
(Brand-Growel et aI., 2005). They constructed a model and took as point of departure the Big6TM
model of Eisenberg and Berkowitz (1990). Brand-Growel et aI. (2005) had as a main purpose to
further analyse the complex cognitive skill of information problem solving and to define subskills that
distinguish advanced problem solvers from novices when they search on Internet for information. This
study of Brand-Growel et aI. (2005) led to a new revised model in which regulation is not considered
as a stage on the end of a continuous loop, but as a continuous factor which can be in action during the
entire process. The main decomposition of the information problem solving skill based on Brand
Growel, and Wopereis (2006) is shown in Figure 1. The skill of defining the information problem,
searching for information, scanning the information, and the skill of processing information is seen as
the analysis part of the information problem solving process. The skill of organising and presenting
information is seen as the synthesis part of this process (Brand-Growel et aI., 2006).

Regulation

Analysis

Information Problem Solving
while using Internet

Regulation

Fig. 1. Detail ofthe Information Problem Solving Skill Decomposition
(Based on Brand-Gruwel & Wopereis, 2006)

The first stage in this model of information problem solving (Figure 1) is defining the
information problem. If it is clear which information is missing in order to fulfil the required task, one
can start searching for information, followed by scanning the retrieved information. When parts ofthe
retrieved information have been selected, one should start processing the information and organize it
in order to present it in the requested way. Since the use of a computer is required, sufficient digital
literacy is needed for a successful information problem solving process. During the task performance
one should constantly regulate the ongoing process. This continuous process of orientation,
monitoring, steering and testing should steer the whole process from defining the information problem
up to the organizing and presenting of the information.

Brand-Growel et aI. (2005) subsequently examined the different subskills needed to fulfil the
different phases of the information solving process. The entire decomposition of the information
problem solving skill as it is stated by Brand-Growel and Wopereis (2006) is shown in Figure 2.

As can been seen from Figure 2, in order to define the information problem, a learner should
be able to read the task and get a clear idea about what information is needed to solve the problem.
The next step is to activate prior knowledge so the learner can determine to what extent this
knowledge satisfies the information need. The gap between the task requirements and the prior
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knowledge defines the information problem which in turn determines the information needed. In the
next phase, the search for information can start by selecting a search strategy concerning how and
where to search the information. While searching for information, however, other subskills are also
necessary. One should be able to specify search terms and judge directly whether the search results are
reliable, relevant for the task, and whether the quality of the information is satisfying.

This moment of evaluation, with a special focus on the content, returns in the third main skill:
scanning information. Useful information will directly be stored separately as useful information after
global reading of the information or a first elaboration of the content. While processing information,
elaboration of information takes place, but this time while reading in depth. The processed information
is examined with the aim to determine whether the information problem is solved with the evaluated
information.

If no more information is needed, the task should be consulted again in order to decide how to
present the knowledge gained. An outline of the final product has to be made together with the
structure of this final product. Depending on the format of the information presentation, texts should
be formulated and the final result should be evaluated. Since the regulation is continuously active in
the background, one can jump via the elements of the regulation phase from one step in the process to
another. This makes an iterative process also possible within this model.

R"gulation

Information Problem Solving
while using Internet

Regulation

Fig. 2. The Information-Problem Solving Skill Decomposition (Based on Brand-Gruwel & Wopereis, 2006)

The difficulty of information problem solving is depending on the complexity of the task. Two
kinds of search tasks can be defined. Navarro-Prieto, Scaife, and Rogers (1999), talked about facts
finding and exploratory tasks. Corresponding to these two tasks one can talk about well-structured and
ill-structured problems. Ill-structured problems or exploratory tasks do not have one clear answer (e.g.,
how to decrease one's level of cholesterol?), while a well-structured problem or a fact finding task
requires one clear answer (e.g., what time does the train leave?) and are therefore generally easier to
solve than ill-structured information problems.

Wallace, Kupperman, and Krajcik (2000) and Walraven et al. (in press), investigated the
problems learners encounter when solving information problems and using evaluation criteria while
searching the World Wide Web for information. This concerns the last elements of the search
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information phase and the first elements of the scan information phase as is visualized in Figure 2.
Experiments using concurrent reporting techniques resulted in a list of frequently used criteria when
evaluating search results (hit list), sources (websites), and information. These frequencies were based
on the students verbal expressions (thinking aloud technique) when solving a task. However,
"Students also clicked pages away without telling why. In those cases, it would seem they did evaluate
the site, but it is not clear on what grounds." (Walraven et a1., in press). Group interviews revealed that
students know more criteria than they seem to mention during the information problem solving
process. The most frequently used criteria were the title or summary of the document and the
evaluation on whether the information is connected to the task. Besides it did not always seem easy for
students to think aloud (Walraven et a1., in press). According to Walraven it would be interesting to
find out whether other research methods would give other or more detailed information about the
criteria used while examining the usability of information.

It is still not totally clear which criteria are actually used and which should be used while
selecting information for an ill-structured problem from Internet. The aim of the current study is to
investigate this in order to help educational practice.

1.4 Selection ofInformation and the Use ofSearch Engines

The use ofa search engine is crucial to find information on the World Wide Web (Gordon &
Parhak, 1998). So the ability ofusing a search engine (e.g., Google) can be seen as the key to online
information. It is known, however, that many people encounter problems finding information on
Internet. In different groups of society, such as for example elderly people (Chadwick-Dias et a1.,
2003) but also among experts (Aula & Kliki, 2003), problems in utilizing search engines occur.

This ability of using a search engine is not only depending on technological web expertise.
Also domain-specific background knowledge can influence the search performance (Holscher &
Strube, 2000). The use of synonyms in the search queries and making a plan before starting their
search are two examples to the advantage of domain-experts. The web experts had also a more
appropriate approach of searching compared to novices, who can misconceive the functioning of the
search engine (Aula, 2005) resulting in a more inefficient search behaviour (Lazonder, Biemans, &
Wopereis, 2000).

So the skill ofusing a search engine seems to be an important factor for many people when
solving information problems.

1.5 Reporting Techniques

Since the reporting technique thinking aloud did not lead to a totally satisfying result in earlier
studies, other reporting techniques are examined which could lead to better results (Van Gog et a1.,
2005). In this paragraph different reporting techniques are compared with each other.

Concurrent reporting is defined as a thinking aloud method wherein participants verbally
report their thoughts while performing a task. Thinking aloud is a well known reporting technique in
the domain of human computer interaction for doing for example user tests. When little is known
about cognitive activities in a certain domain, thinking aloud is very useful (Davison, Vogel &
Coffman, 1997). However, a more recent study of Van Gog et a1. (2005) revealed that cued
retrospective reporting can result in more information about the cognitive strategies used ("how") and
about self-monitoring ("metacognitive") skills, this in comparison to concurrent reporting and
retrospective reporting techniques. Retrospective reporting is defined as a verbal report of the thoughts
immediately after completing the task. In retrospective reporting, participants are only expected to be
able to recall their thoughts with high accuracy and completeness with short tasks of a half up until ten
seconds (Ericsson & Simon, 1993). By means of retrospective reporting, a participant can be triggered
with a cue, making longer tasks possible. Similar to retrospective reporting, cued retrospective
reporting is also a report immediately after the task but in this case the participants are stimulated with
a cue, for instance a playback of their eye-movements recording.
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Van Gog et al. (2005) compared both the cued retrospective reporting technique and the
thinking aloud technique (concurrent reporting) with normal retrospective reporting and found that
these first two techniques yielded more data. Thinking aloud, however, did not lead to more meta
cognitive information and cued retrospective reporting did not lead to more why information than
normal retrospective reporting. Ericsson and Simon (1993) studied the effects of concurrent reporting
as thinking aloud. They stated that thinking aloud does not lead to a reliable change in the cognitive
process but does require more time to perform the task. Baker (1989), on the other hand, mentioned
studies in which the thinking aloud gives the participants more insight into their own comprehension
processes. Cued retrospective reporting, with the eye-movements of the participants as cue, could be a
very convenient reporting technique for this study since the tasks can be relatively short. Therefore it
is decided to use also cued retrospective reporting in this study in order to avoid the disadvantages of
thinking aloud.

The location people gaze at says something about the area where attention is directed at (Aula,
2005). Since only a very small part of the human visual field, the fovea, has a good acuity, people
need to move their eyes for looking at something. The whole remaining periphery of the retina has
namely only a poor acuity. With fast eye-movements, the fovea is directed from one fixation to a
location in the periphery, creating a new fixation in the fovea. The movement from one fixation to
another is called a saccade. Due to masking, the rapid movement caused by saccades of the eye, are
not noticed (Sekuler & Blake, 2002). Eye-movements are therefore especially interesting for analyzing
tasks performed on Internet. For cued retrospective reporting with the eye-movements as cue, a
recording of the eye-movements is needed. An eye-tracker with accompanying software is capable to
record the eye-movements and visualizes fixations and saccades. Fixations are represented by dots of
different size. The longer a fixation lasts, the bigger the dot representing this fixation becomes.
Saccades can be visualized as lines between two fixation dots.

For studying information processing tasks (e.g., reading) eye-movement data have turned out
to be very useful (Rayner, 1998). Aula (2005) discusses several studies utilizing this promising
technique for studying web search strategies. For example, one of the interesting studies performed by
Granka, Joachims, and Gay (2004) investigated how ranking in a hit list influences the amount of
attention a link receives and how users explore the hit list. To give an overview of their findings, the
time spent in reading the abstract of hit one and two is almost equal but the hit ranked as first is
clicked substantially more often. From hit two to five, the time spent on the hit drops sharply and is
approximately equally low for hit six until ten. Granka et al. (2004) ascribed this last effect to the fact
that scrolling was needed to view the fifth or sixth hit. The page break seems to influence the amount
of hits above and below the selected hit too, but in general a depth-first strategy is used in which not
more than one hit is visited below the selected hit. Besides this depth-first strategy which is used by a
majority of about 65% of their participants, a breadth-first approach is also observed. In this strategy,
several hits above and under the final selected hit are examined. A minority of only 15% of the
participants showed an extreme breadth-first strategy in which first the entire hit list is read before
selecting a hit (KlOckner, Wirschum, & Jameson, 2004). Cutrell and Guan (2007) studied the effects
of the length of hit lists on the performance of a search task. This is another example which shows the
applicability of eye tracking in studies concerning user interfaces for information retrieval.
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2. Goal, Research Questions and Hypotheses

The goal of this study is to get more detailed information about the information problem
solving process and more specifically, about the evaluation criteria used during this process, using
cued retrospective reporting as a technique. The focus will be on novices in a certain domain. Novices
might deal with information problem solving in another way than domain experts (e.g. teachers). In
the current study only ill structured problems are taken into consideration since these correspond most
to the information problems a learner encounter in class.

Goal: To gain more detailed insight in criteria which domain novices use while searching and
selecting sources and information using Internet when performing an ill-structured
information seeking task.

More detailed insight should lead to guidelines for the design of an educational tool aiming to
teach evaluation strategies both to teachers and learners in order to make them aware of reliability of
sources and quality of information found on Internet.

To gain more detailed insight in the used criteria, a different research method will be used
than was used in earlier information problem solving studies. Van Gog et al. (2005) compared
different reporting techniques and revealed that the use of cued retrospective reporting results in more
data compared to concurrent reporting (e.g. thinking aloud). This leads to the first research question:

Does the use ofcued retrospective reporting in the current study, leads to more data than the
use ofconcurrent reporting?

Compared to concurrent reporting, in retrospective reporting there is no interference between
the performance of the task and the reporting. Besides, the cue of the eye-movements will help the
reporting and the replay of these movements is adaptable to a reasonable reporting speed. This leads to
the first hypothesis:

The use ofcued retrospective reporting leads to more data than the use ofthinking aloud
reporting.

In order to reach the purpose of this study, the second research question is stated as follows:

Which evaluation criteria are known and used by learners while selecting sources and
information from Internet?

Walraven et al. (in press) revealed that learners mainly make use of criteria concerning the
content of the information and its source, but hardly use relevant criteria in order to evaluate the
quality of the used source and its information. Despite the use of a different research method, the
expectation is that most relevant criteria will hardly be used in the searching and scanning of
information part of the entire information problem solving process. So the second hypothesis is:

Learners are hardly using criteria indicating reliability and quality ofinformation compared
to the use ofall other criteria, while selecting information for solving an information problem.

The quality and reliability of information and sources on Internet depends on the reputation of
the organisation which is responsible for the information source and its content. Evaluation criteria
focus, among other things, on meta-data about for example the responsible organisation. Differences
in the use of evaluation criteria might therefore lead to different selection of information and sources.
This assumption leads to the third research question:
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What is the relation between the domain novices' approach towards evaluation ofInternet
information and the quality ofthe selected information?

The assumption is, however, that the use of the available meta-data of information and its
source can help considerably by distinguishing relevant and reliable information from irrelevant and
unreliable information. This leads to the third hypothesis:

The use ofmore appropriate criteria while selecting information leads to selection ofbetter
quality information.

The selection part ofthe information problem solving process (i.e. evaluation) might be
influenced when the domain novice understands the mechanisms used by a search engine to present its
search results in a specific order and supplies some meta-data. The expertise in web technology is
known to influence the search behaviour (e.g., Granka et aI., 2004). This leads to the fourth research
question:

Does knowledge about the technology ofsearch engines influence the selecting behaviour of
domain novices?

A search engine (e.g., Google) provides in several ways meta-information (e.g., ranking and
urI) about the given hits. Knowledge about how this meta-information is gathered and created might
give understanding of all provided information. The assumption is that a more intentional utilisation of
the provided meta-information which can help a domain novice to select a hit.
This leads to the fourth hypothesis:

Knowledge about the technology ofsearch engines helps the domain novice to select a useful
hit.
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3. Method

3.1 Participants

Twenty students volunteered in this study (12 males and 8 females; age M = 20.2, SD = 4.07).
Sixteen participants were in the first semester of their psychology study. Four students were in the last
phase of pre-university education. All were novices in the domain ofpsychology. All students
received a financial compensation of € 20 (ca. $ 30 at the time of writing) for their participation.

3.2 Design

A within-subject design with the factor reporting technique (Cued Retrospective Reporting vs.
Thinking Aloud) was used. The content of the two tasks was equivalent in nature and the tasks were
counterbalanced.

Table 1
Order ofTasks Depending on Condition

Reporting technique
Warming-up tasks

Cued Retrospective Thinking Aloud
Reporting

Main tasks
Cued Retrospective Thinking Aloud

Reporting

Condition 1 traffic task climate task memory reliability altruism task
(n = 10) task

Condition 2 climate task traffic task altruism task memory reliability
(n= 10) task

All participants were randomly assigned to a condition, thereby defining only the order of the tasks for
each participant. Table 1 presents how this resulted in two conditions with first cued retrospective
reporting and second thinking aloud as reporting technique: (1) the order of tasks: memory reliability
task (cued retrospective reporting) and altruism task (thinking aloud) and (2) the order of tasks:
altruism task (cued retrospective reporting) and memory reliability task (thinking aloud). In both
conditions, two warming-up tasks preceded the main tasks of the study. Also, in the warming-up tasks
the order of tasks differed depending on the condition while the reporting technique stayed in the same
order in both conditions: (1) traffic task (cued retrospective reporting) followed by the climate task
(thinking aloud) and (2) climate task (cued retrospective reporting) followed by the traffic task
(thinking aloud).

3.3 Instruments

lriformation Problem Solving Questionnaire
In order to measure students' information problem solving strategic knowledge, a

questionnaire of thirty questions was administered. The questionnaire based on the study ofFeddes,
Vermetten, Brand-Growel, and Wopereis (2003), consisted of three scales. The three scales were: (1)
lriformation problem solving regulation, containing statements such as: "I try to keep an overview of
the searching process while searching for information", "In the end, I check again whether I got all the
information needed", "I just continue to work and will see how far I get", and "I intentionally check
my own knowledge about the concerned topic". This entire list is attached in Appendix 1. (2)
lriformation problem solving evaluation with statements as: "I take a look who the author(s) of a web
page are/is before I use the information", "In order to decide which page I open, I check the URL", "I
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keep an eye on whether the different information contradicts each other". This entire list is attached in
Appendix II. (3) Information problem solving systematic approach with statements as: "I make sure I
order all information found in a good way", "I make a set of possible entries". This entire list is
attached in Appendix III.

Responses to each item could be given on a four point Likert scale with the response
categories ranging from "Never" until "Always". The scores assigned to the answers ranged from one
point (in case the answer was "never") to four points (in case the answer was "always "). Answering
the fifth response category "Don't know" is seen as missing data. If a participant's contribution to the
experiment had more than two missing values, the data of this participant were excluded from
analysis. In the remaining cases, the missing data are filled up with the average score of the remaining
values. The participants' score for a list of questions is similar to the average score of all items of the
list. Some remarkable interaction between the different scores on the list of questions was found.

Google Questionnaire
To measure general knowledge about the functioning of Google, a questionnaire of 10 items

was used. The questionnaire consisted of statements as: "In a search instruction with more than one
entry, the order of the entries is not important", "a search instruction between quotes (for example:
"eindhoven university of technology") results in more hits than without quotes (for example:
eindhoven university of technology)", "The order of the hits is only depending on the given entries".
The items had as response categories: "disagree", "agree" and "don't know" and the items where
based on information from Witten, Gori, and Numerico (2006), Berry, and Browne (1999) and
Calishain and Domfest (2003). This entire list is attached in Appendix IV. Each correct response
resulted in one point. A maximum score of ten could be obtained by answering all questions right.

Prior Knowledge Test
To find out about prior domain knowledge among participants, six open questions were asked

about the two subjects of the main tasks; the reliability ofthe human memory and altruism. The
participants were asked to briefly write down what they know about the two domains and to name, if
they know, three important scientists of that domain.

Main Tasks
To realize the tasks, two Google-like hit lists were composed. (1) For the memory reliability

task a hit list with seventeen hits was made and had as search term "betrouwbaarheid menselijk
geheugen" (reliability human memory). (2) For the altruism task a hit list with eighteen hits was made,
with as search term "altruisme" (altruism). Both the hit lists and the pages linked to them were put
offline and stripped of all external links to make sure that the participants would work in exactly the
same experimental setting. All links were redirected to a file on a local computer, while the original
URL was preserved as much as possible. Both hit lists consisted of a selected mix of existing websites.
In this selection, links varied as much as possible in the quality of appearance, contents, reliability, and
topicality. This led to various mixes, for example, good sites with respect to the content but with a
poor layout and vice versa. The Google hit list was set up as standard as possible. The speed of the
sites differed slightly due to natural loading time.

For both tasks the participants were asked to select information for an article of approximately
1200 words for the popular journal "Psychologie Magazine". The article should be either about the
reliability of the human memory or about altruism, depending on the condition and reporting
technique. Participants were told that they would get the results of a search instruction in Google.
Their task was to select information useful for the article and gather this in an empty Word-document.
Furthermore they knew that they got ten minutes for this selection and that they would get a time
warning after seven and a half minutes when only two and a half minutes would be left. After these ten
minutes they would get two more minutes, in which they could rank in order of importance a
minimum of five selected links or parts of information. They were not allowed to add or remove
information from the selection in these last two minutes but could check the sources if they wanted to.
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Students' Selection ofInformation
To indicate if students selected the most appropriate sites to accomplish the task, each site (in

the hit list) got a value on the scale of one to ten. This score was given, based on different evaluation
criteria with different weights in a scale of one to four. The different evaluation categories are based
on experiences in an earlier study (Walraven, Brand-Growel, & Boshuizen, 2007) and are divided as
follows: Connection to task (weight 4), topicality (weight 2), author (weight 3), reliability
URL/organization (weight 3), references (weight 2), audience (weight 2), appearance (weight 1), kind
of site (weight 2). Because the sites had a score of a minimum of one and a maximum often on each
factor, each site could get a score between nineteen and hundred-ninety. In order to obtain a score
between one and ten, the score was divided by nineteen. Two raters independently scored all sites. The
correlation between the two raters was very high (r = .99,p < .01). The average score of the two raters
was used to provide all sites with a score. The order, URLs, and values of the sites are shown in
Appendix V.

The value of a selected site was used to score the students' selection. Not only the selection
itself but also the ranking ofthe students' selection was taken into account. The value of the page with
the highest ranking got multiplied by five, the second highest by four, the third by three, the fourth by
two, and the fifth by one. All scores of the participants' information selection were divided by the
calculated maximum score of the concerning task. To get a rating scale between one and ten, this
deviation was again multiplied by ten. This resulted in two scores per participant (1) one score for the
cued retrospective reporting task, either for the altruism task or for the memory reliability task, and (2)
one score for the thinking aloud task with the other task left.

Reporting Technique
Two different reporting techniques were used in this study. Both techniques are useful and

result in reports with a relatively high amount of data with each different types of information (Van
Gog et aI., 2005).

. In cued retrospective reporting, the participants see their own previously recorded eye
movements in the form of visualized saccades and fixations and they have to report their former
thoughts cued by their own eye-movements. A fixation is shown as a small coloured circle which gets
bigger the longer the fixation takes. The saccades are shown as coloured lines between the fixations.
Based on a recommendation in Van Gog et aI. (2005), it was decided to replay the participants' eye
movements at half speed in order to create more time for the participants to utter information about the
process.

In the thinking aloud reporting technique, the participants are asked to tell directly what their
thoughts are during the session. In both procedures when the participant was silent for more than 5
seconds, the experimenter asked the participant: "what do/did you think now?"

Students' Evaluation ofHit, Site or Information
The scoring scheme from Walraven et aI. (2007), as shown in Appendix VI, was adapted to

focus on the Searching and Scanning part of information problem solving process. The evaluations in
the reports were scored based on this scheme. The main classification is an evaluation of a hit, a site,
or information. Within this classification three levels of exactness in the participants' evaluations are
distinguished. Firstly, the vaguest evaluations will be scored when very general evaluations of hits,
information or sites were made. A vague evaluation of a site is: "Hmm, no, not this one!" This
evaluation does not specify whether it is based on a criterion (i.e. usability, verifiability, reliability, or
any characteristics). However, a judgement is made. Secondly, an evaluation can say something more
specific about a hit, some information, or a site. If the evaluation is more general about the usability,
verifiability, reliability, or any characteristic, this will be scored in one of the equally named
subcategories indicated from A to E. In this case the evaluation can be: "I don't think this information
is very useful. " This example will be rated as an evaluation of the usability of information (INFO-A
evaluation according to the coding scheme). Thirdly, the most exact evaluations will be scored in the
sub- subcategories, saying something specific based on what kind of evaluation is made. An example
of one of this latter kind of evaluations is: "not so much information is available here, so I don't think
I can use this." This will be rated as an evaluation of the usability of information based on the amount
of information (INFO-A7 evaluation, according to the coding scheme). Although most evaluation
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categories are obvious, one specific criterion does need any extra explanation. A person can judge the
reliability of a hit or site based on the number of steps the information took from a reliable source
before it is published online. When information is at first hand (e.g. scientist with publications online)
this is called primary. One more step before publishing online is called secondary (e.g. news papers),
and if someone simply publishes something online (e.g. blog) this is called tertiary.

Warming-up Tasks
A first aim of these tasks was to practice the reporting methods thinking aloud and cued

retrospective reporting. A second aim of these tasks was to study the interaction with the interface of
the search engine Google by analysing the gazing behaviour in a hit selection task. In Appendix VII, a
summary of information about the warming-up tasks is presented. These tasks consisted of a 10 items
Google hit list with two sponsored links in the top and one or two sponsored links on the right hand of
the hit list. Again, these hit lists were put offline to make sure they would be the same for all
participants. The participants were asked to select a site from a Google hit list where they expected to
find the best information concerning the task. One of the hit lists had as search instruction
"wegwerkzaamheden" (traffic works), while the other hit list had as search instruction "klimaat
nederland" (climate the netherlands). In case of the first hit list, participants were asked to find more
information about the traffic problem in the Netherlands, in the latter case they were asked to find
more information about the climate in the Netherlands.

The participants were told that the task would finish at the moment they would select a hit and
they would receive further instructions depending on the applied reporting technique. This instruction
was chosen, because participants could be accustomed to select a hit from a hit list rather fast. By
telling the participants that the selection of a hit finishes the task, they are forced to use a breadth-first
approach in their search task. This was done in order to force them to practice reporting by thinking
aloud and cued retrospective reporting as much as possible.

Students' Selection ofHits in Warming-up Tasks
Analogous to Students' selection ofsites, the selection in the warming-up tasks resulted in a

score. Each hit got a value on the scale of one to ten. Since in this task, only the selection of one hit
from a hit list was asked, this score was based on only two evaluation categories with a different
weight. Two raters assigned a value to each hit for connection to task (weight 2) and for
Reliability/organization (weight 1). These weights are different from the students' selection of sites
since fewer criteria are suitable while selecting a hit. Again, the score for each category could lie
between one and ten, resulting in a score between three and thirty. In order to obtain again a score
between one and ten, the score was divided by three. The correlation between the two raters was large
(r = .80, p < .01). Despite this large correlation, one rater scored generally a bit lower. Therefore, the
average score of the two raters is used. An overview of the hits and their values is shown in Appendix
VII.

Interview
At the end of the session, the participants were asked some additional questions about the

reporting techniques and their customs in information problem solving strategies. They were asked
how they thought they performed the tasks, which reporting technique they liked the most and why,
how they judge a site from a hit list, and how they judge a site when it is opened.

3.4 Apparatus

Eye Tracking
For the cued retrospective reporting a recording of the eye-movements during the execution of

the task was needed. During all tasks, the location of the saccades and the fixations of the participants'
eyes were recorded. This was done by the use ofa Tobii eye-tracker. The TFT display of the used
Tobii 1750 had a resolution of 1280 x 768 pixels and an accuracy of 0.5 degrees (Tobii Technology
AB,2003).

Clear View 2.7.1 was used as software to record the execution of the task and to replay the
recording at half speed as a cue during the sessions. The fixation radius was adjusted to 30 pixels
which corresponded to a visual angel of about 1.0 degree, varying on the participants' distance of the
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screen. The minimum fixation duration was set to 100 milliseconds. These settings were
recommended by the program for mixed content (i.e., text and pictures) like used in the tasks. The
validity filter was put on normal and the eye filter on average. The representation of the eye
movements in the replay was set to red. The same settings were used while analyzing the gaze plots
later on.

Voice Recording
The recording of the cued retrospective report, the thinking aloud and the interview was done

with Audacity 1.2.6 (http://audacity.sourceforge.net) with a separate microphone and a recording
bandwidth of 8000 Hz.
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4. Expectations

The aim of this paragraph is to examine what results from the experiment are expected
concerning the formulated hypotheses.

The first hypothesis describes the expectation that the use of retrospective reporting leads to
more data. This would mean in this experiment, that the protocols of the cued retrospective reporting
are expected to contain an absolute bigger number of evaluations compared to the protocols of the
thinking aloud reporting technique. If this turns out to be true, only the data from the cued
retrospective reporting will be used in the further analyses of this study. In order to be able to use the
data from the two main tasks interchangeably, the score on these two tasks should be the same.
However, the way of evaluation is not expected to differ between the two main tasks. Both tasks are ill
structured and are expected to be rather similar in difficulty, topicality, and domain. Therefore, the
score on the task is not expected to differ. The same is also expected to be true for the warming-up
tasks.

The second hypothesis describes the expectation that learners have a surface approach on
information problem solving. In the results of this study, this would mean a relatively low amount of
evaluations concerning the reliability or verifiability of sites or information. A high number of vague
evaluations is also expected and would confirm this second hypothesis. A vague evaluation underlines
the shortcoming of the judger in the ability to make grounded evaluations concerning usability,
reliability, and verifiability of sites and information.

A correlation between the amount ofevaluations concerning the reliability or verifiability of
sites or information and the score for the quality of the selection of information would confirm the
third hypothesis. This would mean a clear evaluation really leads to the selection ofbetter information.
And this is what is expected in the third hypothesis.

Finally, it is expected that there will be a correlation between the score on the list of questions
concerning the general knowledge of Google and the behaviour in the used hit lists. This could
illustrate a correlation between this list of questions and evaluation categories, hit list skim reading
techniques, or even with the final score of the task. Depending on the found correlation, the influence
of and need for knowledge of Google technology can be discussed.
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5. Procedure

All sessions were led by one and the same experimenter and the participants were randomly
assigned to a condition. Before twenty participants took part in this experiment, the experimental
design and setup were tested on three pilot participants.

The participants had to start with filling out the questionnaires presented to them in one set of
A4 papers and taking approximately 15 minutes. Since the session would last for more than one hour,
the participants were asked to drink something. They were told they could ask questions in case they
would have problems understanding something. After finishing the list of questions, the participants
were taken to the eye-tracking laboratory (Figure 3) where the experimenter asked the participant to sit
down in front of the eye-tracking monitor.

CD

Fig.3. Experimental Setting

1. Experimenter
2. Normal screen
3.Tobii 1750
4. Participant

Participants were told that their eye-movements would be recorded and that they should work
on Internet for several minutes. The eye-tracking monitor was adjusted to the preferred position of the
participant. At that moment, the participants saw their own eyes as two small white dots on the screen.
In order to calibrate the eye-tracker to the eyes of the participant, they were asked to follow the centre
of a moving dot in the comers and centre of the screen.

During the first warming-up task, the participants were asked to select one hit from the Google
hit list which would be likely to answer the information problem they were given. In both cases, they
knew that the task would stop at the moment they would select a hit and they were told that their eyes
would be tracked. The first warming up task was a trial for cued retrospective reporting, so after the
execution of the selection task, the voice recording started and participants were asked to report their
thoughts while they reviewed their own eye movements on half speed. The second warming-up task
was a trial for thinking aloud and the participants were asked to think aloud while they were doing the
tasks. Again, they knew the task would stop when a hit was selected. The executed task and condition,
is already described in the design section and shown in Table 1.

After the warming-up tasks, the main tasks started. Again, only the order of the tasks
depended on the condition (1) memory reliability task followed by the altruism task, (2) altruism task
followed by the memory reliability task. In both cases, first the cued retrospective reporting was used
followed by thinking aloud. The participants were asked to read their first task printed on paper and
they had to complete in ten plus two minutes their selection and ranking task. After seven-and-a-half
and after ten minutes, the experimenter gave an update about the time left, and started and stopped the
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recording of the eye movements. After the execution of the selection and ranking, the participants
were asked to report their thoughts while they reviewed their own eye movements on half speed,
shown by the eye-tracking software Clear View. They were told that the experimenter would remind
them on reporting if needed and that their former eye-movements would be visible as red lines and
dots. After finishing this reporting cued by their own eye movements, the participants were asked to
read their next task. The participants now got their thinking aloud task. Again, they were told that the
experimenter would remind them on reporting if needed but this time while executing the task. All
other instructions were the same. The four tasks, including the reporting, lasted for almost one hour.
Before the end of the session, the participants were asked some last questions about their selection and
ranking behaviour and their grounded preferences for a reporting technique. The voice recording was
stopped by the experimenter and finally, they were asked to fill out the financial compensation form
and were thanked for their participation.
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6. Data Analysis

For the analysis of the data, SPSS 15.0.1 for Windows was used. A one way ANOVA was
used to check for significant differences between the scores of the two performed main tasks (altruism
task and memory reliability task). All protocols were scored with the use of the adapted scoring
schema of Walraven et aI., (2007), shown in Appendix VI.

All protocols are judged by two raters and in accordance with these raters it was decided
where during the protocols evaluations were made. To validate the rating, three protocols are scored
by two raters together, on the basis of the scoring scheme. The next three protocols are scored by the
two raters separately resulting in an interrater reliability of .76 (Cohen's Kappa). One of the two raters
scored the remaining protocols. The number ofwords in a protocol was counted. Also the number of
evaluations made per reporting technique was counted. The amount of reported evaluations per
evaluation criteria (categories) per participant was compared with the z-score obtained when cued
retrospective reporting was done and the score of the different questionnaires. To make a reliable
comparison, only the evaluation criteria scored over 25 times are taken into account. For all
comparison analyses, a two-tailed Pearson test is used with a level of significance of .05.

The selection in the warming-up tasks led to two scores. A one way ANOVA was used to
check for significant differences between these scores of the two performed warming-up tasks (traffic
task and climate task).

For doing an analysis especially on the behaviour of the use of Google, areas of interest have
been defined. Every Google hit in the warming-up task was placed in its own area of interest. This has
been done to make it possible to count the number of hits each participant looked at during their
selection task. In the gaze plots of the eye-tracking program Clear View shows these defined areas of
interest (see Appendix VIII and IX). It was defined manually whether a participant had a fixation in
the area of interest and watched the hit. The number of hits gazed at by a participant was counted. A
differentiation was made between the sponsored links and the normal hits. This number was later
compared to scores from both the tasks and questionnaires. This relation was investigated with a two
tailed Pearson correlation analysis and a level of significance of .05.

Although the participants belong to a large extent to the same age category, personal
characteristics as age and gender and measured scores from the different lists of questions are
compared with the participants' task scores and gazing behaviour.
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7. Results

7.1 Prior Knowledge

All participants scored low on the prior knowledge test about altruism and the reliability of the human
mind. None of the participants was able to mention a scientist in on ofthese areas of interest.

7.2 Comparison ofthe Two Tasks

To be able to combine the scores of the two tasks (memory reliability and altruism) obtained
with cued retrospective reporting, the differences between the task scores were compared. A one way
ANOVA revealed no significant difference between the two task scores within the cued retrospective
reporting condition (F(I,18) = 4.25, MSE = 3.70, ns). Moreover, the score of the two tasks within the
cued retrospective reporting condition showed a large correlation (r = .64 p < .01). Therefore the tasks
were considered as similar. Although not significant, the means of both tasks are not identical
(memory reliability task: M= 8.44, SD = .74, altruism task: M= 7.58, SD = 1.09) and therefore scores
are transformed to z-scores and further used as the task performance score.

7.3 Reliability ofthe Used Instruments

The reliabilities of the four used scales were analysed. The first scale about Information
problem solving regulation had a Cronbach's alfa of .86, 18 items, n = 17. The second scale about
Information problem solving evaluation had a Cronbach's alpha of .75,6 items, n = 18. The
Cronbach's alpha for the third scale about the Information problem solving systematic approach was
.77,6 items, n = 18. A correlation of(r= .56 p < .05) was found between the information problem
solving systematic- and the information problem solving regulation scales. This means that people
who know how to solve information problems in a systematic way also understand the need for
regulation in this process. No correlation has been found between the scales so they are independent
scales. Finally, the reliability of the Google questionnaire was .78 (Cronbach's alpha, 10 items, n =
20).

7.4 Statistics ofthe Used Instruments

Table 2 presents information to give insight in the data obtained by using the questionnaires.
Furthermore, a histogram is presented to illustrate the distribution of the score of the Google
questionnaire (Figure 4).

Table 2
Mean Score on IPS and Google Lists oiQuestions
Name of questionnaire M SD
IPS Regulation 2,24 0,39
IPS Evaluation 2,18 0,55
IPS Systematic approach 2,39 0,53
Google 5,2 2,78

# items
17
6
6

10

N
20
20
20
20
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Fig. 4. Histogram Showing the Distribution
of the Score on the Google Scale

7.5 Thinking Aloud or Cued Retrospective Reporting

In relation to the first hypothesis it had been analyzed which reporting technique led to the
most usable data. Therefore the length of the protocols and the number of evaluations are compared.
Counting the words of the protocols, revealed an average number of words with thinking aloud of755
(SD = 253, N = 20) which is 37.6% of the 2009 (SD = 483, N = 20) words in the cued retrospective
report protocols. This difference was significant (t(19) = 18.62, p < .001). The total number of
evaluations in the thinking aloud protocols was 498 (SD = 7.62, N = 20) which is 60% of the number
of 829 evaluations (SD = 12.1, N = 20) found in the cued retrospective reporting protocols. This
difference was also significant (t(19) = l5.33,p < .001). These results led to the decision to only use
the data obtained by the cued retrospective reporting technique for answering the research questions.
The data obtained by the reporting technique thinking aloud is not used in this study. Besides it is
worth mentioning that during the interview after task performance participants often mentioned having
a preference for the thinking aloud reporting technique because they felt to be more concerned about
their selection. When participants saw their acts afterwards, this was often experienced as being
confronted with an action one would have done in another way. This means, cued retrospective
reporting gives presumably a more realistic representation of the learners' evaluations. Thinking
aloud, moreover, was experienced as rather difficult since one should do two tasks simultaneously.
Cued retrospective reporting was experienced as more difficult because of forgetting the performed
actions. The interview resulted in only useful data about the reporting techniques. The answers on the
questions about evaluation are not used in this study.

7.6 Use ofEvaluation Criteria

For the second research question, the number of different evaluations made by participants
was counted. An overview of the number of evaluations per category is shown in Table 3. Firstly, a
distinction is made between the vague and the more appropriate evaluations. Of the evaluations 20.0%
are vague and are characterized as evaluations of hit, information or site, so these were too general to
be placed in one of the sub evaluations categories at all. Secondly, a distinction is made between the
evaluations based on usability compared to for example reliability or verifiability. Of the evaluations
42.7% concern the usability of the information as expected connection with the task and the amount of
information. The evaluation based only on the connection with the task is 29.3% of all evaluations.
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Table 3
Number ofEvaluations per Category and their Correlation with Diverse Scores

Amount of Evaluations Correlation
Evaluation of Hit 57

A Usability 3
1. Expected connection with the task 60 Google: r = -.46*, N = 20
2. Publici Understand ability 5
3. Topicality 0
4. Usage oflanguage 6
5. Language 3
6. Amount of information 0
Total usability of hit 77

B Verifiability 0
1. Reputation 13
Total variability of hit 13

C Reliability 2
1. Kind of source (Site/pdf) 4
2. Primary/secondarily/tertiary 39
3. URL 19
4. Familiarity 11
Total reliability of hit 75

D Characteristics of hit 0
1. Title 13
2. Summary 29
3. Place in hit list 14
4. Words in bold 6
5. Sponsored 0
Total Characteristics of hit 62

ERest
Total rest of hit
Total evaluations of hit 285

Evaluation of Information 54
Task performance score

(z-score): r = -.75**, N = 20
A Usability 8

1. Expected connection with the task 183
2. Understand ability 18
3. Topicality 10
5. Usage oflanguage 2
6. Structure of information 8

7. Amount of information 30
IPS E: r = .55*, N= 20; IPS

S: r = -.40#, N= 20
Total Usability of information 259

B Verifiability 2
1. References/Links 10
2. Information is found on more sites 9
3. Info. is in accordance with

9
Or is connected to pre knowledge
Total verifiability of information 30

C Reliability 3
1. Kind of information 26
4. Goal 3
Total reliability of information 32 IPS E: r= .38#, N= 20

DRest 0
Total rest of information 0
Total evaluations of information 375
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Evaluation of Site 55
A Usability 0

2. Public 6
3. Topicality 4
4. Language 7
5. Structure 1

Total usability of site 18

B Verifiability 0
1. Reputation 26
Total verifiability of site 26

C Reliability 4
1. Kind of source (Site/pdt) 5
2. Primary/secondarily/tertiary 20

3. URL 8
4. Familiarity 4

Total reliability of site 41

D Characteristics of site 0
1. Appearance 22
2. Speed of site 4
Total Characteristics of site 26

ERest 3

Total rest of site 3
Total evaluations of site 169
Total evaluations 829

IPS E: r = .39#, N = 20

Task performance score
(z-score): r = .40#, N = 20

Note.

IPS E = List of questions measuring Information Problem Solving, Evaluation knowledge

IPS S = List of questions measuring Information Problem Solving, Systematic knowledge

Google = List of questions measuring the knowledge of Google
Z-score = Score of selected information
Some categories are not used and therefore skipped from the overview

# Correlation is a trend; * significant at 0.05 level (2-tailed); ** significant at 0.01 level (2-tailed)

7.7 Task Performance

In order to answer the third research question, the relations between the task performance (z
score), the information problem solving scales and Google questionnaires and the subjects' evaluation
scores have been examined. All correlations relating to the evaluation scores are also presented in
Table 3. In the category evaluations ofhit, the expected connection with the task led to a medium
negative correlation with the knowledge of Google (r = -.46, p < .05). The general evaluation of
information revealed a large negative correlation (r = -.75,p < .01) with the task performance. The
evaluation based on the amount of information is largely in correlation with information problem
solving reliability knowledge (r = .55, p < .05) and a trend of a moderate negative correlation is found
with information problem solving systematic knowledge (r = -.40, p < .10). The total number of
evaluations concerning reliability of information has a weak relation with evaluation knowledge (r =

.38,p =< .10).
In the category evaluation of site, two trends are found. The total number of evaluations of

verifiability of sites showed a small relation with the score on the information problem solving
evaluation knowledge (r = .39,p < .10) and the total number of evaluations of the reliability of sites
show a trend of a medium correlation to the score on the task (r = .40, p < .10).
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7.8 Search Technology and Selection Behaviour

For answering the fourth research question data obtained from the warming-up tasks are
analysed. Since it concerns tasks in which the reporting technique is practiced, the reporting data are
not used. The selection made by the participants, however, is used to say something about the ability
of selecting from a Google hit list. In similarity with the main tasks the differences between the scores
of the warming-up tasks traffic and climate are examined here. This is done in order to be able to
combine the scores of the two warming-up tasks. No difference between these scores confirmed the
similarity of the two tasks. A one way ANOVA showed a non-significant difference between the two
warming-up task scores in warming-up task one (cued retrospective reporting was practised in that
case) F(I,18) = .36, MSE = 1.52, ns (climate task: M= 7.45, SD = 2.31, traffic task: M= 6.90, SD =
1.77). A medium correlation (r = .45,p = .05) between the number of normal hits in both tasks, gazed
at by the participants was found. This correlation underlines the comparability of the two tasks
concerning the gazing behaviour.

The traffic warming-up task showed a trend to be a slightly more difficult. In order to make it
possible to use the combination ofthese scores in comparison with other scores, z-scores were
calculated.

Table 4 presents the average number and kind of links, gazed at by the participants while
executing the traffic and climate tasks.

Table 4
Average Number o[Links Gazed at in Traffic and Climate Task
Group of Links
Total traffic task links
traffic task sponsored links
Total traffic task links minus traffic task sponsored links
Total traffic task links minus traffic task sponsored links and
search field
Total climate task links
climate task sponsored links
Total climate task links minus climate task sponsored links
Total climate task links minus climate task sponsored links and
search field
Total traffic & climate tasks
Traffic & climate task sponsored links
Total traffic & climate tasks minus traffic & climate task
sponsored links
Total traffic & climate tasks minus traffic & climate task
sponsored links and search fields

Mean Std. Deviation N
10.8 2.17 19
1.8 .60 19
9.0 2.13 19

8.6 2.19 19

9.3 3.09 20
1.7 1.03 20
7.6 3.05 20

7.2 3.00 20

20.0 4.42 19
3.5 1.35 19

16.5 4.50 19

15.6 4.49 19

Analysis yielded a negative significant correlation (r = -.51, P < .05) between gazing at
sponsored links in the climate task and the score on the scale indicating the knowledge of systematic
approach in information problem solving.

Another significant negative correlation was found between gazes at sponsored links and the
score of the information problem solving regulation knowledge questionnaire (r = -.52, P < .05). The
z-score of the warming-up tasks appeared to have small correlation with the information problem
solving evaluation knowledge questionnaire (r = .38, p = .10).

Looking at the participants' year ofbirth, this is medium negative correlated to the amount of
sponsored links, gazed at in both the traffic task (r = -.50, p < .05) and the climate task (r = -.48, p <
.05). This yielded a large negative correlation in the overall gazes at sponsored links in both tasks
together (r = -.60, p < .01). The year ofbirth turned out to be largely positively related to the warming
up task performance (z-score) (r = .61, p < .01). Table 5 summarizes the above mentioned results.
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Table 5
Correlations Between Behaviour and Properties in Warming-up Tasks.
Behaviour and Selection score Property
Gazes at Sponsored Links (climate task) IPS S
Gazes at Sponsored Links (climate task) IPS R
Gazes at Sponsored Links (climate task) Year of birth
Gazes at Sponsored Links (traffic task) Year of birth
Gazes at Sponsored Links (total) Year of birth
z-score warming-up tasks Year of birth
z-score warming-up tasks IPS Evaluation

Correlation
r = -.51 *
r = -.52*
r = -.48*
r = -.50*
r = -.60**
r= .61**
r= .38#

Note.
IPS E = Questionnaire measuring Information Problem Solving, Evaluation
IPS S = Questionnaire measuring Information Problem Solving, Systematic approach
Google = Questionnaire measuring the knowledge of Google
Z-score = Score of selected information
# Correlation is a trend; * significant at 0.05 level (2-tailed); ** significant at 0.01 level (2-tailed)
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8. Discussion

This study investigated how novices in the domain of psychology evaluate internet information
and internet sources while selecting information. The first hypothesis concerned the reporting
technique and the expectation of it was that: "The use ofcued retrospective reporting leads to more
data than the use ofthinking aloud reporting. " The second hypothesis was that: "Learners are hardly
using criteria indicating reliability and quality ofinformation compared to the use ofall other criteria,
while selecting information for solving an information problem. " The third hypothesis was that: "The
use ofmore appropriate criteria while selecting information leads to selection ofbetter quality
information. " Also is taken into account the knowledge about search engine Google and the influence
this knowledge can have on selecting behaviour. This resulted in the fourth hypothesis: "Knowledge
about the technology ofsearch engines helps the domain novice to select a useful hit. "

Hypothesis 1
Firstly, it was expected that the use of cued retrospective reporting would lead to more data in

the protocols. Since thinking aloud resulted in only 60% of the amount of data compared with cued
retrospective reporting, in the further analyses only the data from the latter reporting technique was
used. Besides it could be assumed that the data from the cued retrospective reporting would have a
higher validity, since fabricating was improbable and no interference with the performance of the task
could occur.

Hypothesis 2
Secondly, it was expected that domain novices would have a surface approach to evaluation

while solving an information problem. As described in the results, more than a quarter of all the
evaluations is related to the expected connection to the task. This high number of evaluations
contributes in almost 43% of the evaluations concerning the usability of the information. Furthermore,
more than 20% of all evaluations were categorized as vague. This gives a total of 63% of vague
evaluations or evaluations based on the usability of the information. This high number of evaluations
in these sub-criteria can be seen as a focus on the usability and specifically a focus on the connection
to task instead of a focus on other evaluation criteria about, for example, reliability and verifiability of
information. Therefore only 37% of the evaluations are related to all other categories. This is in line
with the results found in Walraven et al. (2007) and confirms the first hypothesis that evaluations are
mostly based on criteria oflittle substance. This does not mean that the evaluation concerning the
usability of information is not good. The high percentage, however, of this category of evaluations
seems to be excessive while other evaluation criteria are hardly used.

Hypothesis 3
Thirdly, it was expected that the use of more appropriate criteria, while solving an information

problem, would lead to selection of information ofa better quality. The results of this study confirm
this hypothesis. The use of many vague evaluations of information resulted in a lower score on the
performed selection task. Moreover, more evaluation on the reliability of a web site led to a higher
score in the selection of information. Furthermore, the correlation found between the task performance
(z-score) of the warming-up tasks and the outcomes of the questionnaire about information problems
solving reliability confirms this hypothesis. This boils down to the conclusion that domain novices
with a surface approach to evaluation will select worse information compared to domain novices who
have a relatively more appropriate approach of evaluation.

Hypothesis 4
Fourthly, it was expected that knowledge of the search engine Google would help the way in

which domain novices select proper information. The results of the current study confirm this
expectation. The more a learner is concerned about the technology and the functioning of Google, the
less the focus is on evaluations based on the expected connection to task. Since knowledge about
Google makes domain novices concentrate less on the evaluation criteria connection to task while
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selecting information from Internet, this knowledge can be used to stimulate these novices to also use
other criteria in their selecting process.

Evaluation and Strategic lriformation Problem Solving Knowledge
The results reveal that domain novices who have more strategic knowledge concerning

evaluation criteria, more often judge the usability of information based on the amount of information.
But on the other hand, people who evaluate information based on the amount of information also
report to be less systematic in their information problem solving approach. Therefore probably for
more strategic people the amount of information is less an evaluation criterion. The positive
correlation between the number of evaluations based on the amount of information and the
questionnaire evaluation shows that participants telling to know how to judge information really do so.
The negative correlation with this same evaluation and the scores on systematic approach slightly
unravel the way in which more systematic people deal with selection. The amount of information is
less an evaluation criterion to them.

The two other correlations (evaluation scale correlates with total reliability ofiriformation and
with total verifiability ofsite) again show that participants telling to know how to judge information
really do so.

In brief, due to these correlations, more is revealed about three different specified evaluation
categories, namely usability and reliability in relation to information and verifiability in relation to a
site.

The more systematic approach a participant thinks to have in a questionnaire, the less he looks
at sponsored links. The same applies for the outcome of the regulation questionnaire. These negative
correlations found between the behaviour of looking at sponsored links and the different outcome of
the questionnaires nicely support the connection between these questionnaires and the real behaviour.
It is like these participants are less distracted by sponsored links, which are likely to be irrelevant for
these tasks.

Shortly, besides the support for the hypotheses, more is revealed about the relation between
the strategic information problem solving knowledge and the real selecting behaviour. The
correlations between the scales and the behaviour support the validity of these scales. Moreover, since
both measurement techniques (cued retrospective reporting and gaze plot analysis) resulted in
correlations, the validity is confirmed.

A surprising result is found concerning the age of the participants and their gazing behaviour.
However, it was assumed that for all participants who were in the same group of age, a large negative
correlation was found between the year ofbirth and the amount of sponsored links gazed at. This
indicates that within this group ofparticipants younger domain novices gaze less at sponsored links
compared to the older ones.
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9. Suggestions for Future Research

First some limitations will be mentioned concerning the current study. The first limitation is
related to the used reporting techniques. Although there are several reasons to use cued retrospective
reporting, some possible disadvantages should be mentioned as well. First of all the time-consuming
property of this method should be mentioned. In this study a replay of the cue at half speed has been
used. Although this gives a convenient reporting time, the experimental task takes three times more
time than current reporting. Although in this study, tasks of a maximum of twelve minutes are used,
some participants indicated not to recognize their own former actions. Shorter tasks are recommended.

The danger of fabricating (Van Gog, 2005), however, is expected to be minimal in this study
because of the kind of task performed by the participants. If the task would consist of a difficult
thinking task, unfocused gazing is expected at moments of thinking. In the tasks in the current study,
the process of thinking was directly linked to actions and eye-movements. This means that a
participant can not invent evaluation criteria without having looked at it in reality. So in case of
reconstruction, a participant still is guided by his own former actions. Repetition has not been a
problem either, since repetition in evaluation in one sentence easily was to score as just one
evaluation. Considering the proportion of the number of evaluations per word in a protocol, the
thinking aloud protocols are much more efficient. However, the much higher number of words in a
cued retrospective reporting protocol amply compensates for that. Analysis of the thinking aloud data
and comparison of this data with the data from cued retrospective reporting should be done in order to
get more understanding of the differences of the two reporting techniques.

Initially, more correlation was expected between the Google questionnaire and the other
results of this study (i.e. selection results and information problem solving questionnaires). However,
the limited number of correlations found between this questionnaire and other outcome of this study
are explicable. The Google questionnaire contained the entire search process (e.g. defining search
terms, ranking and reliability criteria) while on the other hand, the tasks and information problem
solving questionnaires from this study, focused only on the selection process.

The results of this study still keep unraveled several aspects of the selection process in relation
to the information selected. Although a large and significant negative correlation is found between the
use of some selecting criteria with limited importance, and the quality of the selected information, the
correlation between more appropriate selecting criteria and the quality of the selected information was
only a trend. A study with a higher number ofparticipants is expected to confirm the trends which are
found in this study.

The general question behind this study is whether it is useful to teach learners to evaluate
internet information. The results of this study indicate that both teaching how to evaluate and teaching
how a search engine works (i.e. Google), can result in better selection on internet by domain novices.
So when internet information is used as a knowledge source, teaching both competences is useful for
learners to find better information on Internet.
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Appendix I
List of Questions about information problem solving regulation (0 - .856)

Ik probeer tijdens het zoeken naar Weet niet
informatie steeds een overzicht over het Nooit 0 0 0 0 Altijd
zoekproces te houden. 0

Aan het eind controleer ik nog een keer of Weet niet

ik aile benodigde informatie heb. Nooit 0 0 0 0 Altijd 0

Ik werk meestal gewoon door en zie wei Weet niet

hoe ver ik kom. Nooit 0 0 0 0 Altijd 0

Ik zet een plan uit voor welke informatie Weet niet

ik waar ga zoeken. Nooit 0 0 0 0 Altijd 0

Ik werk volgens een vooraf opgezet plan Weet niet
bij het zoeken, het selecteren en het Nooit 0 0 0 0 Altijd
verwerken van informatie. 0

Ik ga bewust na wat ik nog niet weet in Weet niet

relatie tot de opdracht. Nooit 0 0 0 0 Altijd 0

Ik zoek informatie gewoon door het te Weet niet

doen, en denk er niet teveel over na. Nooit 0 0 0 0 Altijd 0

Ik maak een overzicht (bijv. een Iijst of Weet niet
een schema) van de informatie die ik Nooit 0 0 0 0 Altijd
moet zoeken. 0

Ik stel een lijst op met stappen die ik Weet niet

moet doorlopen. Nooit 0 0 0 0 Altijd 0

Ik kijk na het raadplegen van een site Weet niet

steeds welke informatie er nog ontbreek. Nooit 0 0 0 0 Altijd 0

Ik ga bewust na wat ik zelf al weet in Weet niet

relatie tot de opdracht / onderwerp. Nooit 0 0 0 0 Altijd 0

Ik maak een tijdsplanning voor de Weet niet

uitvoering van de taak. Nooit 0 0 0 0 Altijd 0

Ik ga vooral intu"itief te werk waarbij ik Weet niet

geen voorbedacht plan gebruik Nooit 0 0 0 0 Altijd 0

Ik houd het beeld van het gewenste
Weet niet

Nooit 0 0 0 0 Altijd
eindproduct steeds voor ogen. 0
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Ik controleer regelmatig of ik op de goede Weet niet

manier aan het zoeken ben. Nooit 0 0 0 0 Altijd 0

Ik ga bewust na of er iets fout is gegaan Weet niet
wat een eventuele volgende keer beter Nooit 0 0 0 0 Altijd 0kan.

Ik beoordeel achteraf wat er goed en fout Weet niet

ging in het zoekproces. Nooit 0 0 0 0 Altijd 0

Ik gebruik andere media om mijn Weet niet
antwoord te vinden als ik het op Internet Nooit 0 0 0 0 Altijd 0niet kan vinden.
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Appendix II

List of questions about information problem solving evaluation (a - .748)

Ik kijk wie de auteur(s) van een website Weet niet

isjzijn voor ik de informatie gebruik. Nooit D D D D Altijd D

Om te bepalen welke site ik open, kijk ik Weet niet

naar de URL. Nooit D D D D Altijd D

Ik kijk of de site up-to-date is voordat ik Weet niet

de informatie gebruik. Nooit D D D D Altijd D

Ik houd in de gaten of gevonden Weet niet

informatie elkaar tegenspreekt. Nooit D D D D Altijd D

Ik kan aan de URL zien of een site Weet niet

betrouwbaar is. Nooit D D D D Altijd D

Voordat ik een site open, bepaal ik de Weet niet

betrouwbaarheid ervan. Nooit D 0 0 D Altijd D
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Appendix III

List of Questions about information problem solving systematic approach (0 - .768)

Ik zorg dat ik aile relevante informatie op Weet niet

een goede manier orden. Nooit 0 0 0 0 Altijd 0

Ik maak een overzicht van mogelijke Weet niet

trefwoorden. Nooit 0 0 0 0 Altijd 0

Ik houd systematisch bij welke Weet niet

trefwoorden ik heb gebruikt. Nooit 0 0 0 0 Altijd 0

Op gebieden waar ik weinig van weet, Weet niet
zoek ik eerst globaal en vervolgens Nooit 0 0 0 0 Altijd
gericht. 0

Ik houd in de gaten of gevonden Weet niet

informatie elkaar overlapt. Nooit 0 0 0 0 Altijd 0

Ik geef de informatie georganiseerd en Weet niet

gerangschikt weer. Nooit 0 0 0 0 Altijd 0
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Appendix IV

List of Questions to Measure the Knowledge of Google (0 =.780, N =20)

Nu volgen enkele uitspraken over de
zoekmachine Google. Geef aan in
hoeverre je het eens of oneens bent met
onderstaande stellingen.

Bij een zoekopdracht met twee Weet niet
zoektermen, maakt de volgorde van de Oneens D D Eens
zoektermen niet uit. D

Zoektermen tussen aanhalingstekens
Weet niet(voorbeeld: "universiteit eindhoven") levert

Oneens D D Eens
meer hits op dan zonder aanhalingstekens D
(voorbeeld: universiteit eindhoven).

De volgorde van hits wordt aileen bepaald Weet niet
door de aanwezigheid in de tekst van de Oneens D D Eens
ingegeven zoektermen. D

Voor het vinden van zoektermen met Weet niet
relatief unieke woorden, heeft Google meer Oneens D D Eens
tijd nodig. D

Een zoekresultaat moet bij de eerste 10 Weet niet
hits staan, anders is de site niet Oneens D D Eens
betrouwbaar. D

Je moet een gevonden site echt openen Weet niet
Oneens D D Eens

om iets over de site te weten te komen. D

Het juiste gebruik van hoofdletters levert
Weet nieteen beter resultaat (voorbeeld: Amsterdam Oneens D D Eens

met hoofdletter is een betere zoekterm dan D
amsterdam zonder hoofdletter).

Een zoekterm tussen aanhalingstekens
Weet niet(voorbeeld: "universiteit utrecht") levert een

Oneens D D Eens
nauwkeuriger resultaat dan zonder D
aanhalingstekens (voorbeeld: universiteit
utrecht).

Elke site heeft een unieke samenvatting Weet niet
Oneens D D Eens

die in de hillist wordt getoond. D

Aile zoekmachines op Internet werken op Weet niet
Oneens D D Eens

dezelfde manier. D
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Appendix V
Google hit list main task altruism and reliability ofhuman memory

Table 1
Score and URL ofSites in Memory ReliabilityTtask

site
nr Site score URL

1 6,55
2 8,78
3 9,12
4 5,63
5 N.A.
6 3,24
7 7,88
8 6,08

9 7,26
10 6,23
11 1,93
12 6,00
13 6,72
14 2,71
15 7,37
16 7,52
17 5,66

members.home.nllcjh.hendriks/de1aender4.htm1
www.psychologie.leidenuniv.nllcog/index.php3?c=39
faculty. washington.edu/e1oftus/
www.ochtenden.nllafleveringen/6883076/
www.volkskrantb1og.nllbericht/58070
forums.hababam.nllarchive/index.php/t-1 01OO.html
members.lycos.nllbamboo/newpage9.htm1
www.minocw.nllpersberichten/11834/index.htm1
www.unimaas.nllresearchmagazine/defau1t.asp?id=
75&thema=5&template=thema.htm1&taa1=n1
www.personee1.unimaas.nlleh.meijer/nrc.pdf
quest4wisdom.tripod.com!skepsiswatchers/id19.htm1
www.bfms.org.ukl
www.fmsfonline.org/
www.nieuwsdossier.nlldossier/1935-02-02/Leugendetector+voor+het+eerst+getest
www.onderzoekinformatie.nllnlloi/nod/onderzoeklOND1287935/
www.nrc.n1lW2/Nieuws/2000/12/02Np/wo.html
boeken.vpro.nllartike1en/28173138/

Table 2
Score and URL ofSites in Altruism Task

site

40

nr Site score

1 6,02
2 7,53
3 8,26
4 8,65
5 7,03

6 6,81
7 4,49
8 3,95
9 3,73
10 6,17
11 6,41
12 4,90

13 5,23

14 5,36
15 4,29
16 3,63
17 6,07
18 2,97

URL

d-sites.net/neder1ands/egoismea1truisme.htm
www.kennis1ink.nllweb/show?id=131238
www.ssc.wisc.edu/~jpiliavi/965/Cia1dini%201997.pdf
1inks.jstor.org/sici?sici=0012-9682(200203)70:2%3C737:GATGAE%3E2.0.CO;2-L
www.ku1euven.be/cee/page.php?LAN=N&ID=60&FILE=rdomainfiche
www1.fee.uva.nllcreed/pdffiles/oratie.pdf
www.freeband.nllfreenovation/index.cfm?mag_id=1501&arUd=1495&language=n1
www.volkskrantblog.nllbericht/64346
www.js.n1/?id=credo&filter=19
www.vrijzinnighumanisme.be/5_radio-tv/513Jadio050103.htm
staff.science.uva.nll~dcslob/1esbrieven/so/so.htm

www.nd.nllDocument.aspx?document=nd_artike1&id=89958
www.trouw.nll.. .Ioverigeartike1en/artic1e652984.ece/Moreetinstinct_De_mens_is_
van nature altruium1 stisch- - -

www.minlnv.n1/cdlpub/servlet/CDLServ1et?p_fi1e_id=13903
www.vo1kskrantb1og.nl/bericht/7223
1arryborsato.com/blog/2007/07/altruism_doesnt_exist.html
ndpr.nd.edu/review.cfm?id=8123
forum.scholieren.com!showthread.php?threadid=13295 11
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Appendix VI scoring scheme

Evaluation of Hit
A Usability

1. Expected connection to task
2. Public/ Understand ability
3. Topicality
4. Usage of language
5. Language
6. Amount of information

B Verifiability
1. Reputation

C Reliability
1. Kind of source (Site/pdf)
2. Primary/secondarily/tertiary
3. URL
4. Familiarity

D Characteristics of hit
1. Title
2. Summary
3. Place in hit list
4. Words in bold
5. Sponsored

E Rest
Evaluation of Information

A Usability
1. Expected connection to task
2. Understand ability
3. Topicality
5. Usage of language
6. Structure of information
7. Amount of information

B Verifiability
1. References/Links
2. Information is found on more sites
3. Info. is in accordance with or is connected to pre knowledge

C Reliability
1. Kind of information
4. Goal

D Rest
Evaluation of Site

A Usability
2. Public
3. Topicality
4. Language
5. Structure

B Verifiability
1. Reputation

C Reliability
1. Kind of source (Site/pdf)
2. Primary/secondarily/tertiary
3. URL
4. Familiarity

D Characteristics of site
1. Appearance
2. Speed of site

E Rest
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Appendix VII
Google hit lists warming-up tasks

Table 1 Table 2
Score ofHits in Traffic Task Score o[Hits in Climate Task

Hit Hit
Hit nr score Hit nr score
Sponsored I 1,83 Sponsored I 1,17
Sponsored 2 1,50 Sponsored 2 2,00
Sponsored 3 3,50 Sponsored 3 1,67
Nonnall 4,00 Sponsored 4 2,00
Nonnal2 6,17 Nonnall 3,83
Nonna13 6,33 Nonna12 5,67
Nonna14 8,00 Nonna13 7,33
Nonna15 3,67 Nonna14 5,67
Nonna16 4,00 Nonna15 6,50
Nonna17 3,83 Nonna16 7,83
Nonna18 3,67 Nonna17 5,17
Nonna19 2,17 Nonna18 3,67
Nonnall0 2,33 Nonna19 4,33

NonnallO 2,00
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Appendix VIII Gaze plot with area's of interest; Warming-up task traffic.
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Appendix IX Gaze plot with area's of interest; Warming-up task climate.
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